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We offer most of the services your family needs, under one roof,
including general and family dentistry for seeing patients as young
as six months, cosmetic dentistry, orthodontics, and surgery. I work
alongside my mother, who is also a dentist, which adds to our family
friendly environment.
We believe in conservative treatments, offering the most conservative and preventative approach to all patients with their long-term
success always in mind.
Conservative treatments include silver diamine fluoride in no-drill
pediatric fillings. We can sometimes remove the decay without drilling, place the fluoride, and place a fluoride releasing filling over the
cavity. If we must use a drill, we do not need anesthetic. This is a welcomed option and helps us win over even the most anxious children.
We also offer nitrous laughing gas.
Bioclear cosmetic bonding is a solution for when porcelain veneers
would be too aggressive and require the removal of too much tooth
structure. Bioclear is an innovative approach to creating an incredibly
strong and long-lasting restoration, and one without drilling.

We offer surgery and implant dentistry as well, but in most cases,
we save natural teeth as often as possible. We offer multiple in-house
services to help save broken teeth – if they can be saved, we will
save them. Implants are an amazing option, but we believe in saving
natural teeth if possible.
Our goal is to make dentistry fun and relaxing for even the most
anxious patients. That is why we offer nitrous and oral sedation to
help relax and forget your appointment ever happened. We know
dentistry can be invasive and confusing, and we always encourage
our patients’ feedback to make their appointments better.
We understand your need for convenience and comfort. We offer
Chapstick, headphones, neck pillows, blankets, bite blocks (ranging
in sizes), TVs playing your favorite show or music, massaging chairs,
and unlimited breaks; if you need a break, let us know. We can talk
you through the whole appointment or work in silence.
At Hart Dental, we believe in providing you with the highest quality dental care above all.

Dr. Aggie Iwaszczyszyn, DMD & Dr. Iwona Iwaszczyszyn, DDS
728 W. Northwest Hwy Barrington, IL 60010
(Located in the Foundry Shopping Center right by Light Drawn Studio and One Life Kitchen)
Call or text: 847-865-HART (4278) • Fax: 708-722-1035
www.HartDentalBarrington.com • Schedule online: www.tinyurl.com/HartDental
Email: draggie@hartdentalbarrington.com

We speak Polish. Mowimy po polsku!

